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1. Introduction

Choosing a risk based capital framework
Will the new LICAT fit the bill for Caribbean regulators?
• Versions of MCCSR have been assessed and/or adopted by regulators in the Caribbean over the last decade or more .
• However Canadian LICAT is replacing MCCSR effective Jan 1, 2018; MCCSR will not be compatible with IFRS 17
• Insurers and/or regulators will need to seek modification or adopt another approach by 2021

• From a regulator’s perspective, the objectives may differ reflecting the risks and maturity and/or sophistication or
strategy of the insurance market. Some objectives or desired features include:
• Promotes policyholder protection and financial stability
• Total balance sheet basis: capital adequacy measurement reflecting margins in reserves
• Striking the right balance between risk sensitivity and simplicity
• Compatibility: One valuation basis for both financial and regulatory reporting
• Diversification benefits recognized across risks
• Complementary approaches to manage risk which cant be modelled probabilistically – ORSA, etc
• Recognition by global stakeholders : IAIS, rating agencies, reinsurers ,other counterparties, EU Solvency II
equivalency
• Some choices to consider are LICAT , Solvency II or the upcoming IAIS Insurance capital standard
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Total balance sheet basis
Risk Sensitivity

(between risk types)

LICAT is preferable : if one valuation basis for financial reporting is more valuable than Solvency
II equivalency
Source:, Oliver Wyman analysis

2. Background

Comparison to MCCSR
MCCSR

1
2
3
4
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Factor based approach
All risks calculated using a factor based approach (%age of reserves)

Par and adjustable credit
No explicit provision

Diversification credits
No explicit provision

Operational Risk
No explicit provision

Compatibility
Less compatible with international standards and IFRS 17

LICAT

VS.
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Mix of factor based and prescribed shock assumptions
More advanced risk-based techniques to measure credit, insurance and
market risk

Par and adjustable credit
Risk sensitive measure of credit for par and adjustable products

Diversification credits
Diversification credits (within and between risk categories)

Operational Risk
Explicit measure of operational risk

Compatibility
• Improves overall quality of
available capital
(loss absorbency and
policyholder protection)
• Better aligns risk exposures
with capital requirements

• More compatible with expected
IFRS 4 Phase 2 (IFRS 17) changes
• Consistent with international
solvency development

Background and context
MCCSR

Global Crisis

Industry total
capital impact

LICAT

Minimum Continuing Capital
and Surplus Requirements
(MCCSR)

OSFI developed the LICAT

Total amount of capital in the
industry is not expected
to change significantly

The LICAT introduces material
changes to MCCSR

The Minimum Continuing Capital
and Surplus Requirements
(MCCSR) has been in place as the
capital adequacy standard for
Canadian life insurance companies
since 1992

Following the global financial crisis, OSFI
developed the LICAT to better align capital
and risk measures with the economic
realities of the life insurance business

As a result of the LICAT, though on
individual company/ LOB basis
there will be more risk sensitivity

Notably

• The LICAT guideline takes into account
lessons learned from the
– Financial crisis
– Recent developments in financial
reporting standards
– Actuarial standards, economic and
financial practice
– International trends in
solvency frameworks

• A stricter definition of Tier 1
available capital
• A base solvency buffer (required
capital) that is more risksensitive and captures finer
elements of credit, market,
insurance and operational risks

Overview of the development of LICAT
OSFI re-evaluates
capital framework
(post-financial crisis)

Finalized LICAT
guideline (Q3 2016)

Second LICAT Test
Run (Q3 2017)

Segregated fund
guarantees revisions
(2020)

LICAT development
2009–2015

2016

First LICAT Test Run
(Q4 2016), based on
2015YE
First draft of LICAT
(Q2 2016) – open to
industry comments

2017

2018

First LICAT Test Run
(Q4 2016), based on
2015YE
Mandatory LICAT
Implementation
(Q1 2018)

2019

2020+

Capital ratios
Capital ratios comparison
MCCSR

LICAT

VS.

Available Capital (AC)

Total Ratio =

Total Ratio =

AC + Surplus Allowance +
Eligible Deposits

Required Capital (RC)

Base Solvency Buffer (BSB)

Tier 1 AC

Tier 1 AC + 70% Surplus
Allowance + 70% Eligible
Deposits

Tier 1 ratio =

Core Ratio =
RC

Base Solvency Buffer (BSB)

Note on capital ratios
Base solvency buffer (BSB)
The amount an insurer must hold to
cover losses in excess of BE liabilities

• Equals to aggregate capital requirements less credits,
multiplied by a scalar of [1.05]

Scalar
Set to 1.05 in the revised LICAT
draft guideline

• Neutral overall excess capital at target
• Subject to final calibration
• Expected infrequent adjustments in the future
(with consultations with the industry first)

Surplus allowance (SA)

• Includes CALM PfADs specified in the draft guideline

Eligible deposits (ED)

• Unregistered reinsurer's deposits in excess of
liabilities ceded, subject to limits

Interpretation of capital ratios

• Numerator includes Surplus Allowance (i.e. certain
PfADs) as BSB is determined from stressing best
estimate reserves

Illustration of liabilities and capital
Illustration of capital framework1
Balance
sheet

Capital

150%
Supervisory
Target

MCCSR
framework

100%
LICAT
Ratio

Additional
Capital

100%
MCCSR Ratio

MCCSR
AC
MCCSR RC

Total
Assets
Total
Liabilities

Comments
LICAT
framework
Additional
Capital

LICAT
Solvency
Buffer

PfADs

BEL

1. Not all company will have same component breakdown scale as illustrated above
2. Not all PfADs are included in Surplus Allowance (SA) – refer to appendix for more details

LICAT AC
(incl. ED)

SA2

BEL

• BEL + PfADs = Total Liabilities
• LICAT is using total balance
sheet approach whereas
MCCSR is the total required
capital over the provisions
• On the industry level, it is
expected that LICAT and
MCCSR will have the same
overall level of capital in
the system

Capital limits and targets
MCCSR
Capital
• Common Equity1  60% Net Tier 1
composition limits • Tier 1 capital less comm / pref
(domestic)
shares at time of issue ≤ 15% Net
Tier 1

LICAT
• Common Equity1 ≥ 75% Net Tier 1
• Net Tier 1 ≥ Net Tier 2

• Net Tier 1  Net Tier 22
Supervisory
target

• Total Ratio = 150%

• Total Ratio = 100%

• Core/Tier 1 Ratio = 105%

• Core Ratio = 70%

Minimum
requirement

• Total Ratio = 120%

• Total Ratio = 90%

• Core/Tier 1 Ratio = 60%

• Core Ratio = 60%

1. “Common Equity” here includes common shares, adjusted retained earnings, contributed surplus, adjusted accumulated other comprehensive income, participating account and non-participating account
2. Limited life instruments (net of amortization) included in tier 2B ≤ 50% Net Tier 1

Key differences between MCCSR and LICAT
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

LICAT takes a “total balance sheet approach” where the base solvency buffer is the amount above best estimate
liability; MCCSR is the total required capital over the total reserves (includes provisions for adverse deviations)
A solvency ratio is used in lieu of a capital ratio, with the supervisory target level set at 100% as opposed to 150%
Deductions and adjustments are almost entirely applied to Tier 1 capital (rather than blend of Tier 1/Tier 2)
All intangible assets, including computer software intangibles, and certain deferred tax assets and encumbered
assets are deducted from available capital
Risk factors and shocks are set at a consistent target level of confidence
Significantly more risk sensitive measures are used for credit, market, insurance and operational risks and for
determining capital credits for discretionary features
Market risk has been expanded to include a charge for interest rate risk based on shocked interest rate scenarios
A credit for risk diversification (within risks and between risks) has been introduced to calibrate the sum of the
components (risks) to the stated level of confidence

Source: OSFI Commentary, Oliver Wyman analysis

Illustrative

The components of capital requirements under LICAT are
quite different than the corresponding requirements under
MCCSR…
Risk category ($M)
Credit Risk
Interest Rate Risk
Equity Risk
Mortality/Longevity
Morbidity
Lapse
Expense
Operational
Diversification Credit
Par/Adjustable Credit
Scalar Addition

Total

LICAT BSB
Surplus 100% LICAT
(A) Allowance (B)
(A)–(B)
17
17
42
91
(49)
41
41
60
45
15
26
6
20
105
73
32
11
12
(1)
24
24
(39)
(39)
(25)
(25)
13
13
275

228

47

150%
MCCSR
13
26
17
19
27
77
-

Change
4
(76)
24
(4)
(7)
(45)
(1)
24
(39)
(25)
13

179

(132)

Interest Rate Risk: CALM PfAD
is materially larger than the
LICAT requirement

Equity risk: Higher under LICAT, not
surprising given “recent” severe marke
corrections

Lapse Risk: Lower under LICAT,
in line with industry view that MCCSR’
lapse risk component was excessive
MCCSR does not contain an explicit
diversification credit

The credit for Par is significantly greate
under LICAT

“Winner” and “loser” risk categories under LICAT provide insight into insurance products that stand to
look better or worse under LICAT

3. LICAT Components

Available capital: Select deductions
MCCSR

LICAT

Some deductions from Tier 1, some from Tier 2
and some 50/50

Almost all deductions are made from Tier 1

Intangible
Assets

Only deducted if exceeded 5% of gross Tier 1;
Computer software included in AC

All intangibles (including computer software) deducted
from Tier 1

Deferred Tax
Assets (DTAs)

DTAs included in Available Capital

Most DTAs excluded – only temporary difference DTAs
(up to a threshold) included in Tier 1

Encumbered
Assets

N/A

Encumbered assets only allowed up to value of
liabilities + required capital (for the corresponding
assets/liabilities)
• Excess assets deducted from Tier 1
• Deduction can be reduced by 50% for real property
securing mortgage loans
Assets backing centrally cleared derivatives exempt
(i.e. not deducted)

Source: OSFI Commentary, Oliver Wyman analysis

Required capital (1 of 2)
MCCSR

LICAT

Calibration
of target

All risk factors and shocks at an unspecified
confidence level, which is considered to be minimum

All new risk factors and shocks at a target level of
confidence (CTE 99)

Credit Risk

Factor-based approach; risk factors based on
credit ratings

Factor-based approach; risk factors more sensitive to
the duration of the bond
2.5% reinsurance counterparty risk charge

Market Risk –
Interest Rate

Factor-based approach; applies factors to the actuarial
Canadian Asset Liability Method (CALM) liabilities,
including a C3 interest rate provision

Projected Cash Flow methodology; uses the most
adverse result of four shocked interest rate scenarios

Market Risk –
Equity

Factor-based approach

Factor-based approach; factors ranging in value
depending on type of exposure

Market/Credit
Risk – Real Estate

Factor-based approach

Factor-based approach; applies a credit risk factor to
PV of future lease Cash Flows; and 30% on the
residual amount

Insurance Risk

Mainly factor-based approaches

Mainly shock-based risk measures; uses a prescribed
level interest rate risk for discounting insurance
risk requirements

Source: OSFI Commentary, Oliver Wyman analysis

Required capital (2 of 2)
MCCSR

LICAT

Segregated Fund
Guarantees

Internal models and factor-based approaches

Same as MCCSR until new standards in 2020

Operational Risk

Implicit – minimum ratio set to 120%

Factor-based approach taking into account:
• Business volume
• Large increases in business volume

• Gross required capital for other risks
Par Credit

Implicit – factor-based approach (50% of the
MCCSR factors)

Explicit credit dependent on the available amount of
loss absorption, combined with a min. required capital
for each risk

Diversification

Limited diversification credits within insurance
risk only

• Additional diversification benefits within
insurance risk
• New diversification credit between asset (credit +
market) and insurance

Source: OSFI Commentary, Oliver Wyman analysis

4. LICAT Implementation

LICAT Implementation
Implementation Plan
• A thorough review of areas and processes which may require modification, such as
– ALM
– Product development, profitability targets
– Investment mix
– Internal targets and capital allocation
• The implementation plan should include
– Measurable milestones and achievable timelines
– An identification of potential risks and mitigation strategies
– Details of resources needed for a successful implementation of the LICAT by the
January 1, 2018 effective date
As part of its regular monitoring, OSFI will periodically request updates and comments
with respect to the insurer's progress on its implementation plan.

Summary of LICAT implications to Canadian
life insurers (1/2)
Articulation of issues and potential insurer responses
Issue

1
2
3
4

Asset risk charges:
More granular and
recalibrated
Unrated fixed income
assets: Higher risk
charge as internal
ratings are not
recognized
Interest rate risk:
Explicitly modelled
and more risk
sensitive
Operational risk:
New explicit risk
charges

Articulation of issue

Potential insurer responses

• Credit, equity and real estate risk charges are
more granular and risk sensitive
• In particular, fixed income assets are subject to
higher risk charges (especially longer
maturity bonds)
• LICAT does not recognize internal ratings – assets
with no external ratings (e.g. vast majority of
private bonds, ABS) are subject to a high flat risk
charge of 6%, a substantial increase from MCCSR

• Optimize asset allocation (e.g. shift long bonds to
higher grade exposures)
• Change cashflow profile of assets – tradeoff
between credit and interest rate risk

• LICAT replaced the MCCSR factor-based
approach to interest rate risk with a model-based
approach that projects the asset and liability
cashflow mismatches
• New explicit risk charges for operational risk –
imposes additional capital requirements on
reinsurance (ceded) and premium growth

• Increase duration of assets to improve ALM –
tradeoff between credit and interest rate risk

• Obtain external ratings for unrated fixed income
securities to avoid high risk charge
• Hold lower quality unrated fixed income assets

• Reduce reinsurance
• Taper growth

Summary of LICAT implications to Canadian
life insurers (2/2)
Articulation of issues and potential insurer responses
Issue

Articulation of issue

Potential insurer responses

i. Unregistered reins:
credit for re. aligned
for unregistered and
registered
reinsurance

• Under MCCSR, unregistered reinsurance funded
at 150%
• LICAT aligns treatment of
registered/unregistered reinsurance and thereby
eliminates incentives of capital arbitrage
• LICAT introduces a new flat 2.5% counterparty
credit risk charge for (ceded) registered
reinsurance

• Shift to registered reinsurance

• LICAT introduces diversification benefits across
risk types (and not just within insurance risks like
MCCSR)

• Diversify exposures

6

Diversification: new
diversification benefit
across risk types

7

Tier 1 capital: Larger
deductions from DTA,
intangibles and
encumbered assets

• LICAT has significantly more stringent
requirements for Tier 1 capital, e.g.
– Exclusion of intangibles and DTA
– Restrictions on encumbered assets

• Issue qualifying tier 1 capital instruments,
if needed
• “Unencumber” assets

5

ii. Registered
reinsurance: 2.5%
charge for registered
reinsurance

• Reduce reinsurance or replace with alternatives
• Cede to reinsurers with lower ratings
• Require collateral (to replace 2.5% charge)

